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ABSTRACT 
We introduce orbit polynomial graphs, and discuss their connections with dis- 
tance-transitive, distance-regular, and distance polynomial graphs. After some general 
results, we classify all of the nonsymmetric trivalent orbit polynomial graphs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a finite, undirected graph I with no loops or multiple edges, there 
are many connections between its automorphism group, adjacency algebra, 
eigenvalues, and distance structure. We will introduce the notion of an orbit 
polynomial graph, and discuss its relationship to distance-transitive, distance- 
regular, and distance polynomial graphs. Then we will find all of the 
nonsymmetric trivalent orbit polynomial graphs. 
For a graph I, the adjacency matrix A( I) = (a i j) is given by 
aij = 
1 if {vi,vj}EEI, 
0 otherwise. 
The adjacency algebra of I, st( I), is the algebra of all polynomials in A( I). 
The eigenvalues of I are the eigenvalues of A(I), and the number of distinct 
eigenvalues of I will be denoted here as e(I). Because A(T) is a real 
symmetric matrix, e(I) equals the dimension of Q(r). 
*This work was supported in part by the Research Board of the University of Illinois at 
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If r has diameter d, then we define the d + 1 distance graphs, I,, 
O<i<d, as follows: VIi=Vr, and Eri= {{u,v}la(u,v)=i}, where 
a( U, U) denotes the distance between u and v. 
Finally, we will define an action of the automorphism group of I?, Aut I 
on the set VT x VI. If u E Am r, then a( U, v) = (a(u), a(v)). Denote the 
m + 1 orbits of this action by Co, C,, . . . , C,. The orbit number of r is defined 
by o(I) = m + 1. Also, let Bi, 0 G i G m, be the matrices given by 
CBi)ut;= ( 1 if (u,~)EC, 
0 otherwise. 
r is distance-transitive if for any vertices u, v, w, and x such that 
a( U, v) = a( w, x), there exists an element u of Aut I? such that u(u) = w and 
u(v) = x. This is equivalent to the condition that o(T) = d + 1. For a 
distance-transitive graph, Bi = A( I,), 0 < i < d. We have the following result 
for distance-transitive graphs. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Damerell [5]). Zf I’ d t is is ante-transitive with diameter d, 
then A( ITi) is equal to a polynomial of degree i in A(r). Also, e(r) = d + 1. 
The intersection numbers of a graph of diameter d are defined as follows: 
If a(u, u) = k, then 
Sij~(U~v)=I{Wla( u,w)=i, d(w.v>=j} 1, O<i,j,k<d. 
A graph is distance-regular if the numbers sijk(u, v) depend only on i, j, and 
k, and not on the choice of u and v. It is easy to check that a distance-transi- 
tive graph is always distance-regular; however, the converse is not true [6]. 
THEOREM 1.2 [3, p. 1411. If JY is a distance-regular graph of diameter d, 
then e(T)= d + 1. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Weichsel [13]). Suppose I has diameter d. Then IY is a 
distance-regular graph if and only if for each i, 0 < i < d, there exists a 
polynomial of degree i, p,(r), such that A(I’,) = pi( A( I’)). 
Notice that when I is distance-regular, the set { A( ri) 10 < i < d } is a 
basis for the adjacency algebra of I. With Theorem 1.3 in mind, Weichsel 
[ 131 and Terwilhger [ 121 h ave studied distance polynomial graphs. A graph is 
distance polynomial if for every i, 0 < i < d, A(ri) is equal to a polynomial in 
A( I), that is, A( Ii) E Q(I). Theorem 1.3 implies that every distance-regular 
graph is distance polynomial. 
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Since it appears that the class of distance polynomial graphs is fairly large, 
and therefore difficult to study, we will introduce a smaller class of distance 
polynomial graphs, namely orbit polynomial graphs. A graph P is orbit 
polynomial if for every i, 0 < i < m, Bi is equal to a polynomial in A(I), that 
is, Bi E Q(r). There are two important observations to make about orbit 
polynomial graphs. 
First, when I is distance-transitive, Bi = A(T,), so Theorem 1.1 implies 
that every distance-transitive graph is orbit polynomial. Define the sets Di, 
O<i<d, by Q= {(u,u)],S’( u, v) = i }. Since an automorphism preserves 
distance, it is clear that for every i, there exists a unique j, 0 < i Q m, 
0 < j < d, such that Ci G Dj. Therefore, every orbit polynomial graph is a 
distance polynomial graph. 
To illustrate some of the similarities and contrasts among orbit polynomial 
graphs and those previously mentioned, we now state two results which we 
will prove in the next section. First, an orbit polynomial graph is char- 
acterized by the property that e( r ) = o(I). Indeed, this could be taken as the 
defining property of orbit polynomial graphs. Second, for an arbitrary graph, 
e(I) G o(I). Thus, an orbit polynomial graph is one for which e(I) attains 
the upper bound o(P). This contrasts sharply with distance-regular graphs, 
where e(I) attains the lower bound, d + 1. 
Pictorially, we have the following hierarchy and properties for the graphs 
mentioned: 
Distance polynomial 
Distance-regular Orbit polynomial 
e(I)=d+l e(T)= o(r) 
1 / 
Distance-transitive 
e(I)=d+l=o(I’) 
The conditions listed under “orbit polynomial” and “distance-transitive” 
characterize those graphs; however, the condition that e(I) = d + 1 does not 
characterize distance-regular graphs. An example is the path on n vertices, 
which has diameter n - 1, has n distinct eigenvalues, and is not distance-reg- 
ular. However, it is interesting to note that the adjacency algebra of a path 
does have a basis consisting of O-l matrices [2], but these matrices are not 
related to the distance structure of the graph. 
We will now proceed to detail some of the properties of orbit polynomial 
graphs, and some methods for determining if a graph is orbit polynomial. 
These results will be applied to the characterization of the nonsymmetric 
trivalent orbit polynomial graphs. 
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A graph is vertex-transitive if the set Da is an orbit of the action discussed 
above, and it is symmetric if D, is an orbit. The graph K, is the complete 
graph on ?z vertices, and C, is the circuit graph on n vertices (no confusion 
should result with the orbits C,). Also, the product of graphs 1 and A, r X A, 
is the usual Cartesian product of graphs. We can now state our main result. 
THEOREM 1.4. The nonsymmetric trivalent orbit polynomial graphs are 
(a) C, x K,, m > 3, m = 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, or 11 (mod 12) 
(b) W&n, m > 2, m = 0, 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, or 11 (mod 12). 
The following results can be found in the author’s thesis [l]. 
2. ORBIT POLYNOMIAL GRAPHS 
In this section we will prove some general results about orbit polynomial 
graphs. Let /3(r) be the vector space which has R = { Bi 10 < i d m } as a 
basis. 
THEOREM 2.1. For any graph I’, Q(r) is contained in ,8(r). 
Proof. Let wij(u, v) denote the number of walks of length i between 
vertices u and v, where (u, v) E Cj. Since the action of Aut r on Cj is 
transitive, the value of wij(u, v) depends only on i and j and not on the 
choice of u ani “. Therefore, we denote wij(u, v) by wij. The number of 
walks of length r between vertices u and v is given by (A(I)‘),, [3, p. 111, 
so wi j( U, v) = (A( I)‘),,. We then have 
A(T)'= 5 WijBj. 
j=O 
(2.1) 
Q(I) is spanned by the set { A(P)‘]0 < i G n - l}, where n is the number 
of vertices of I. Equation (2.1) then shows that each member of this spanning 
set is a linear combination of elements of the basis of p(I). Thus Q(I) c /3( I?). 
n 
COROLLARY 2.2. F0r any graph r, e(r)< o(r). 
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Proof. 
e(I’)=dimQ(I’)<dimj3(I)=o(I). n (2.2) 
Corollary 2.2 provides a useful upper bound for the number of distinct 
eigenvalues of a graph. It generalizes to arbitrary graphs a result found by 
Criscuolo et al. [4] for vertex-transitive graphs. There is much evidence that 
the number of eigenvalues of a graph is inversely proportional to the size of 
the automorphism group. This result provides more evidence, since the orbit 
number is inversely related to the order of the group. 
The next theorem will be used often in the sections that follow, and 
indicates that we can view orbit polynomial graphs as those graphs which 
meet the upper bound of Corollary 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.3. For a graph r, the following are equivalent: 
(a) I is orbit polynomial. 
(b) e(I) = o(r). 
(c) R= {B,]O<i<m} isa basisfor Q(r). 
Proof. (a) * (b): If I is orbit polynomial, then R G Q(I). Thus, @(I) c 
a( I) and o(I) G e(I). This, together with Corollary 2.2, shows that e(I) = 
o(I). 
(b) =z. (c): If e(I) = o(I), then (2.2) forces the dimensions of Q(I) and 
p(I) to be equal. Since Q(r) c P(I), we see that Q(r) = /Yi( I). R is a basis 
for p( I?), and so in turn is a basis for a( I). 
(c) * (a): If R c O(I), then Bi E 52(I), 0 Q i G m, and by definition, r is 
orbit polynomial. n 
The next theorem shows that the polynomial condition imposed on the 
matrices Bi results in a transitivity property for the automorphism group. 
THEOREM 2.4. Zf r is orbit polynomial, then it is connected and 
vertex-transitive. 
Proof. The n x n matrix of all ones, J, is given by Cy&Bi, since the sets 
cc, c,, . . . , C, are a partition of VI x VI. Since I is orbit polynomial, 
J E Q(I). This implies that r is connected and regular [3, p. 151. 
Label the Ci so that Do =U~=,C, and Co = {(vi, vi)]1 < i < r}. Assume 
that I is not vertex-transitive, so t > 0 and r < n. Partition the vertex set 
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VP= {u,,u, ,..., u,}~{21~+~,u,+~,...,u,},andwrite 
BzZr O 
0 [ 0 1 0’ A(F)= [ 
Ml1 Ml, 
M’ 12 M2.2 1 ’
where M,, is an r x r matrix equal to the adjacency matrix of the subgraph 
induced by { ui, u2,. . . , u,}. Since r is connected and T < n, M,, z 0. 
The adjacency algebra Q(P) is a commutative algebra, and by hypothesis, 
B, E o(r).nus BOA(r)= A(T)B,.E xamination of this equation leads to the 
contradiction M,, = 0. Therefore, I is vertex-transitive. n 
3. THE GRAPH C, x K, 
In this section we will determine when the trivalent graph C, X K,, 
m >, 3, is orbit polynomial. We first need a number-theoretic result which will 
also be used in the next section. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let o be a primitive r th root of unity. The only solutions to 
2cos(~)-2cos(~)=(o~+~-~)-(w’+w-‘)=2 (3.1) 
with 41r, 
with 61r. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that the above combinations of k and 1 are 
solutions to (3.1) when r has the appropriate divisor. 
From the trigonometric identity 
COSU-cosu= -2sin(T)sin(y), 
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we see that (3.1) is equivalent to 
(3.2) 
Newman [9] has shown that the only rational values of 0 < x < y < ,$ such 
that sin(7rx)sin(rry) is a positive rational are the following: (r, y) equals 
($,+), ($,j), ($,a), (Q,?), (&,&i), ($,A), or (6,i). With this result it is 
possible to show that the only solutions to (3.2) with 1~ k, 1~ r are precisely 
those in the statement of the lemma. n 
A graph I? is prime if whenever r is written as a product of two graphs, 
r = rr x r,, then either l?r or I’, is trivial. Sabidussi [lo] has shown that every 
graph has a unique decomposition as the product of prime graphs. Two 
graphs are relatively prime if their decompositions into prime graphs have no 
isomorphic factors. 
THEOREM 3.2 [8, p. 1661. Zf r and A are relatively prime graphs, then 
Aut(rxA)= AutrxAutA. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that r and A are relatively prime orbit poly- 
rwmialgraphswithdistincteigenvalues X,,X,,...,X, and 81,82,...,S,. Then 
r x A is orbit polynomial if and only if whenever Xi + 13~ = A, + 6,, then 
i = k. 
Proof. Since Aut(r x A) z Aut r x Aut A, o(r x A) = o(T)o(A). Theo- 
rem 2.3 states that r X A is orbit polynomial if and only if e(T x A) = 
o( I? x A). Since r and A are orbit polynomial, we see that l? x A is orbit 
polynomial if and only if 
e(I’xA)=o(rxA)=o(r)o(A)=e(I’)e(A). 
The distinct eigenvalues of r X A are the distinct elements of the set 
{Xi + aj ]I < i < s, 16 j < T}. The condition that Xi + Sj = h, + 6, implies 
i = k is equivalent to e(T x A) = e(T)e(A) and therefore is equivalent to 
r x A being orbit polynomial. n 
Terwilliger [12] has shown that C, X K, is distance polynomial whenever 
m is prime. This next result contains Terwilliger’s result as a special case. 
THEOREM 3.4. C,,, X K,, m >, 3, is orbit polynomial if and only if m = 1, 
2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, or 11 (mod 12) or m = 4. 
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Proof. When m = 4, C, X K, is the cube, which is known to be 
distancetransitive, and hence orbit polynomial. 
If m = 3, or m > 4, then C, and K, are relatively prime graphs because 
C,, is a prime graph. C, and K, are orbit polynomial, so we can apply 
Theorem 3.3. The distinct eigenvalues of C, are Xi = 2cos(2ni/m), 0 < i < 
[m/2], and the eigenvalues of K, are 6, = 1 and 6, = - 1. With the aid of 
Lemma 3.1 it is clear that A i + aj = A, + 6, implies i = k if and only if 44 m 
and 6jm. Thus C, X K, is orbit polynomial if and only if m = 1,2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 
10, or 11 (mod 12). n 
4. THE GRAPH W,, 
Let H be a set of elements from the group G, with the properties that 
1 @ H and if h E H then hP1 E H. Then we can define the Cayley graph, 
I’(G, H), by VT(G, H) = G and EI(G, H) = {{g,, gz} ] g;‘g, E H}. The 
following theorem provides a method for determining if a Cayley graph 
formed from an abelian group is orbit polynomial. First we will state some 
facts about abelian groups and their group algebras over the complex num- 
bers (see [7]). 
If G is a finite abelian group with group algebra CG, then there are 
n = ]G] irreducible characters over C. These can be extended to algebra 
homomorphisms from CG to C. We will denote these by { Bi 11~ i < n}. If 
we define 
uj= k C eJrl(g)g, 
gsG 
(4.1) 
then u$ = uj and uiuk = 0 if i # k. Also, for any a E CG, 
a = i ej(a)uj. 
j=l 
(4.2) 
Whenever I is vertex-transitive, label the orbits so that C, = D, and 
define the number ni by n, = I{ j I Cj c Dl } 1. The next theorem is an exten- 
sion of a result due to Terwilliger [ 121. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that r = T(G, H) is the Cayley graph of an 
abelian group G. Set 
di= c g, O<i<m; d*= $ d,. 
g:(l,g)Ec, i=l 
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Let { dj 11~ j be complete set of algebra homomorp hismsjknn CG 
to C. Then r is orbit polynomial if and only if whenever B,(d*) = tl,(d*) we 
have O,(di) = e,(d,), 0 < i < m. 
Proof. Define the matrix R, by 
1 if ug=v, 
0 otherwise, 
and let 
Yi(g, h) = 
1 if (g,h)ECi, 
0 otherwise. 
Then Bi = C, E oyi (1, g)R,. The map x: R, --* g is an algebra homomor- 
phism, since R,R, = Rgh. Notice that x(B,)= di and x(A(r))= d*. 
Assume now that IY is orbit polynomial. Then, for every 0 < i < m, there 
is a polynomial pi(x) such that pi( A( r)) = Bi. By applying x to this relation 
we see that p,(d*) = di. Suppose that 8,(d*) = B,(d*). Then for every 
O<i<m, 
To show the converse, assume that whenever 8,(d*) = 0,( d*), then 
O,(di)= e,(d,), 0 <i <m. Let A,, A,,..., A, be the distinct elements of 
{e,(d*)ll < j < n}. Define 
0, = C uj> lGtGs> 
j: B,(d*) = A, 
where the uj’s were defined in (4.1). By hypothesis, whenever ek( d *) = 0,( d *), 
we have 8,(d i) = t9,(di). This, together with (4.2) shows that there are 
constants, Q, 0 < i < m, 1~ t < s, such that 
di = 2 O,(d,)u,= i: (Y~,~v~. 
j=l t=1 
Notice that 
d*= f: Bj(d*)uj=’ $ X+,. 
j=l t=1 
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Let m(r)=rI~=,(x - hi), and define h,(x) 
Since the 0, are sums of the ui, and because 
orthogonal basis of idempotents for CG, we have 
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by (x - X,&(x)= m(x). 
the uj form a mutually 
-J-h,(d*) = 
h,(h) &h, t t 
= j& i$ ht(hh 
t tr1 
= I-h,(h,)v, = vI. 
h,(%) 
Therefore, 
s s ht(d*) 
di = c ai,tv, = c (Y~,~- 
f=l t=1 Wt) . 
If we apply x- ’ to both sides of (4.3) we find that Bi is a polynomial in 
A( 1) for each 0 < i < m. Thus 1 is orbit polynomial. n 
(4.3) 
THEOREM 4.2. The graph W,,, m > 1, is the Cayley graph r(G, H), 
where G is the cyclic group of order 2m, with generator u, and H = 
{ u, (T-l, urn }. W,, is orbit polynomial if and only if m = 0, 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, or 
11 (mod 12) or m = 2 or m = 3. 
Proof. W, = K,, W, = K,, and W, = K, s are known to be distance- 
transitive, so they are orbit polynomial. Thus,’ we can proceed with m 2 4. 
Since G is an abelian group, we can use Theorem 4.1 to determine when W,,, 
is orbit polynomial, Let o be a primitive 2mth root of unity, so that the 
characters of G are given by 8,(a) = wi, 1~ i < 2m. 
When m > 4 the stabilizer of a vertex of W,, has order 2, so we find that 
d,=l; dj=uj+u-j, 16 j<m-1; d,,=u’“. Then d*=d,+d,,=u+ 
u~‘+urn. 
First assume that m = 3 or 9 (mod 12). In this case, m/3 will be an odd 
integer. Define k = 2m/6 = m/3 and I = 2m/3 = 2(m/3). Because k is odd 
and I is even, applying Lemma 3.1, we have 
e,(d*)-B,(d*)=(ok+W-k+Wmk)-(W’+W-’+W””) 
= (w” + 6”) - (w’+ o-‘)+( - 1)” - ( - 1)’ 
=2-l-1=0. 
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Thus, for these values of k and I, B,(d*) = B,(d*). However, 
so 8,(d,) # B,(d,). By Theorem 4.1, this is sufficient to show that W,,,, is not 
orbit polynomial when m = 3 or 9 (mod 12). 
Now suppose that m = 2,6, or 10 (mod 12). Then m/2 is an odd integer. 
Define k = 2m = 4(m/2) and 1= 2m/4 = m/2. Then as above, B,(d*) = 
0,( d*), but 8,( d,) # B,(d,). Therefore, W,,, is not orbit polynomial when 
m = 2, 6, or 10 (mod 12). 
To obtain the converse, assume that m = 0, 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, or 11 (mod 12) 
and suppose that k and 1 are integers, 1~ k, Z< 2m, such that 8,. d*) = 
e,( d*). ~Then, 
(4.4) 
There are now two cases to consider. First, suppose Bk(d* ) = B,(d*) and 
k s I (mod 2). Then, without loss of generality, (4.4) becomes (Wk + W?) - 
(w’+w_ . ‘) = 2 Lemma 3.1 then implies that either 4 I 2m or f i I2m, so 2 I m 
or 3 I m. None of the values of m under consideration is divisible by 3, so 
4 I 2m and we conclude that m = 4 or 8 (mod 12). Now, (4.4) and Lemma 3.1 
imply that k and 1 take on four specific sets of values in the two cases of 
m = 4 or 8 (mod 12). However, in each of these instances k = 1 (mod 2). This 
contradiction shows that we need only consider the next case. 
Suppose 8,(d*) = B,(d*) and k = 1 (mod 2). Then ( - l)k = ( - l)‘, SO 
(4.4) implies that ak + tipk = w’ + CC ‘. ASO, 8&q,) = 1 = 8,(d,) and e&f,,,) 
_ nrkzgml_ - B,(d,). Since an expression of the form xs + x ’ can be 
written as a polynomial, say p,(X), in x + x-r, we have for 1~ j < m - 1, 
ek(dj) = w kj+O-ki=(Wk)j+(gk)-j 
=pj(Wk+LYk)=pj(cd~+LL-y 
We have shown that if m = 0, 1,4, 5, 7, 8, or 11 (mod 12), then whenever 
&(d*) = e,(d*), we have &(dj) = e,(dj) for 0 < j < m. Thus Theorem 4.1 
implies that W,,, is orbit polynomial whenever m = 0, 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, or 11 
(mod 12). n 
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5. THE CHARACTERIZATION 
We begin this section with two lemmas about orbit polynomial graphs. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that I- is orbit polynomial and there are vertices u, 
v, and w1 such that (u, W~)E C, and (w,, v) E Cj. Then there is a vertex w2 
such that (u, wz) E Cj and ( w2, v) E C,. 
Proof. Since l? is orbit polynomial, Bi and Bj are contained in the 
commutative algebra !J(I’). Thus BiBi = BiBi, and 
C (Bi>uy(Bj)y” = (BiBj),, = (BiBi),, = C (BjIux(Bi)zti. 
ysvr XEVr 
The choice of y = wi shows that (BiBj)Uo > 1. Therefore (BjBi)UV > 1, and 
this implies the existence of the vertex wa as described in the statement. n 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that r is orbit polynomial, with valency k. lf 
n,=({jICj~D1}l, thenn,<kor r=K,. 
Proof. Since l? is vertex-transitive, it is clear that ni < k. 
Suppose that n, = k, and choose an automorphism 8, which fixes a vertex 
u. The ordered pairs (v, w), where w is a vertex adjacent to v, must all 
belong to different orbits, so the action of 8 must fix each pair. Consequently, 
8 fixes every vertex adjacent to v. r is connected, so we may proceed by 
induction to show that 8 fixes every vertex of I, that is, I3 is trivial. 8 was an 
arbitrary member of the stabilizer of v, so we conclude that the stabilizer is 
trivial. 
If the stabilizer of a vertex is trivial, then o(I) = n = ]Vr]. Because r is 
orbit polynomial, Theorem 2.3 shows that e(T) = o(I) = n, and I has only 
eigenvalues of multiplicity one. Sachs and Stiebitz [ 111 have shown that the 
number of eigenvalues of multiplicity one of a connected, vertex-transitive 
graph is bounded above by the valency plus one, so we have n =G k + 1. 
However, for any connected, regular graph, n 2 k + 1. Therefore, n = 
k + 1, and I is the complete graph. The complete graph is symmetric, so 
n,=l, and we find that n=k+l=n,+l=2. Thus, if n,=k, r=K,; 
otherwise n, < k. n 
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THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that r is a non-symmetric trivalent orbit poly- 
nomial graph with 2m vertices, m >, 2. Then T = W,, or IY = C,,, x K,. 
Proof. If m = 2, then I must be the complete graph on 4 vertices, 
which is symmetric. So we proceed with m > 3. Since r is trivalent, Lemma 
5.2 shows that ni < 3. Since I is not symmetric, ni > 1, and thus n, = 2. 
Let C, and C, be the orbits such that C, u C, = D,. Because r is vertex 
transitive, for any vertex v E VI, there are vertices vi, vs, and vs such that 
(v, vi) E C,, (v, vs) E C,, and (v, va) E C,. Notice also, that since C, and C, 
are contained in D,, if (v, w) E C, or (v, w) E C,, then {v, w} E ET. 
Let A be the subgraph of l? generated by the edges { {(u, v } I( U, v ) E C, } . 
A will be a symmetric graph, since Aut I acts transitively on C,, and will have 
valency 2. Thus A consists of disjoint circuits of identical length. 
We will consider two cases: Suppose first that A is a single circuit with 
vertices labeled ra,~i,...,rs,,_i. Because (x0,x1) and (x1,x2) are in C, 
there is an automorphism of r, say 8, such that 0(x,)= xi and 0(x,) = x2. 
By induction, we conclude that 8( xi) = xi+ i, where we interpret the sub- 
scripts on the xi modulo 2m. 
Now, x0 is adjacent in I to a third vertex, say xk, and (x,, xk) E C,. 
Applying 8 repeatedly to this pair, we find that (xi, xk+ i) E C,, and in 
particular (x,, rZk) E C,. However, since (x,, X~)E C,, we have xk adjacent 
to both x,, and xsk, so 0 = 2k (mod 2m). Thus, k = m and r = W,,. 
In the second case, suppose that A is composed of two or more circuits. 
Because I is connected, there must be two circuits joined by an edge in C,. 
Label these circuits as x0, xi,. . . , xkpl and yO, yi,. . . , yk_i, and so that 
(x,, yO) E C,. Now apply Lemma 5.1 (take u = x0, v = yi, and wi = yO) to 
show that there exists a vertex z such that (ra, Z)E C, and (z, yi) E C,. 
Without loss of generality, z = xi. By continued application of Lemma 5.1 we 
see that xi and yi are adjacent in I for 0 G i 6 k - 1. Thus r has a subgraph 
isomorphic to C, x K,, but because r is connected and trivalent, this must 
be the whole graph, so I = C,, x K,. n 
We can now state the proof of our main theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. This follows from Theorems 3.2, 4.2, and 5.3, 
since W,, W,, and C, X K, are symmetric. n 
1 would like to thank my adviser, Paul M. Weichsel, for his help and 
encouragement. Also, the referee has made several helpful suggestions, includ- 
ing the present proof of Theorem 5.3. 
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